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These are challenging times for 
ultra-high-net-worth individuals 
and families throughout Latin 

America. An evolving tax and regulatory 
landscape has left many residents 
scrambling for new strategies to protect 
their wealth. 

For a growing number, the answer 
lies in an insurance-based solution from 
International Wealth Protection. The 
Miami-based firm focuses exclusively on 
meeting the wealth protection  
needs of affluent Latin Americans.  
With an unparalleled understanding 
of the regulatory, legal and tax 
environments of more than 20 countries, 
International Wealth Protection 
develops personalized solutions in a 
compliant and tax-efficient manner. 

“Most of our clients are surprised 
to learn we can creatively utilize life 
insurance as a planning tool to help 
them be tax compliant and achieve their 
personal and financial goals,” says Mary 
Oliva, founder and president.

“I have been actively servicing 
the region with creative life insurance 
solutions for many years. Traditionally, 
these solutions included business 
continuity planning, estate equalization 
and wealth transfer strategies, to name a 
few, but today 80 percent of our business 
is driven by comprehensive tax planning. 
Our clients and their most trusted advisors 
are seeking compliant solutions that are 
flexible and can stand the test of time.” 

The Era of Transparency
According to Mrs. Oliva, FATCA – the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act – 
although intended to seek out American 
tax evaders, has  impacted the world, 
and Latin America is feeling the burden 
of worldwide income disclosure, local 
tax law enforcement and, as a result, 
security vulnerability. With countries like 

Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Colombia 
and Argentina leading the way with CFC 
(Controlled Foreign Corporation) rulings, 
CRS (Common Reporting Standards) 
cooperation and voluntary disclosure 
programs, the region’s most affluent 
residents are looking to comply with local 
tax laws while safeguarding their wealth 
and families from political instability, 
volatility of the local currency, corruption 
and violence. All of these risk-related 
issues need to be taken into account as 
part of a comprehensive wealth plan.

The Family Office of Risk
Mrs. Oliva, a 30-year industry veteran 
who has focused her entire career on 

“Most of our clients are surprised 
to learn we can creatively utilize life 
insurance as a planning tool to help 
them be tax compliant and achieve their 
personal and financial goals.”  
– Mary Oliva, founder and president

Assisting Latin Americans to Protect Their Wealth in 
Today’s Challenging Tax and Regulatory Landscape

International Wealth Protection
providing insurance- based services to 
Latin American residents, has traveled 
extensively throughout the region and is 
intimately familiar with the unique and 
varied needs of her wealthy clientele. 
“Our clients count on us to provide 
culturally tailored, insurance-based 
wealth protection and wealth transfer 
strategies designed to protect their assets, 
sustain their lifestyles and safeguard their 
legacies,” she says.

Mrs. Oliva and her team work 
closely with best-of-breed providers to 
design unique and simple solutions to a 
complex and diverse marketplace.

“Our Wealth Protection Advisors 
travel to Latin America on a regular 
basis, meeting with clients to assist them 
through life’s transitions, which includes 
trend sharing, needs-based analysis, 
risk evaluation and implementation of 
a solution that can bring them peace of 
mind,” she says. 

International Wealth Protection is a 
single-source solution for all risk-related 
needs. Protection of human capital through 
life, health and disability insurance is at 
the forefront of its offering, but the firm’s 
clientele can access special risk solutions for 
luxury residences, collectibles and security 
anywhere in the world.

Mrs. Oliva notes that the firm, which 
accepts new clients on a referral basis only, 
represents all highly recognized and rated 
insurance carriers on a global level. “Our 
clients feel confident our offering is one 
hundred percent objective and implemented 
with their best interest in mind.”

Mary Oliva, Founder & President
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